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Shotcrete or sprayed concrete is a special concrete designed for spraying onto a surface, as a construction material. With shotcrete application as a ground support system ever-present in both mining and tunnelling sectors, a major requirement of drive progression is to determine when it is safe to reenter beneath freshly sprayed concrete. Accurately determining this time is of paramount importance. Generally, this reentry time is based on measuring the developing strength of shotcrete until an adequate strength value is reached. The issue with current practice is that there is no widely accepted or generally preferred method that accurately assesses the shotcrete lining's true early-age strength. However, there are a number of strength tests that are commercially available and used in the industry; these include the soil penetrometer, needle penetrometer, bolt screws, beam end testers, and drilled core samples. This paper researches into these testing methods and their characteristics in order to determine their accuracy, testing ranges, and suitability for in situ use in the tunnelling and mining industry. The investigation ultimately reveals that current methods all have substantial shortcomings. Based on these findings, recommendations are proposed for the applicable use of the current testing methods and recommendations for future improvements.

1. Introduction

Shotcrete, also known as sprayed concrete, is a material that is frequently used in the construction industry and has become a prevalent lining technique in the tunnelling and mining sectors. Shotcrete has been used for many years, since 1930s, for rock reinforcement and other applications in mining and civil constructions [1]. The ability of shotcrete to form on most shapes and its ability to bond to uneven surfaces make it a highly versatile material that provides effective and economical ground support with the benefit of quick and easy application [2]. The capacity and bond strength of an early-age shotcrete lining are dependent on the adhesion and interaction between the shotcrete and the surface it is sprayed on. It is also reliant on the strength of the shotcrete very early after spraying. Movements in the rock mass and vibrations from equipment and construction work may cause failure of the shotcrete (e.g., [3, 4]).

Shotcrete application in recent times is mainly through remotely controlled spraying machinery, thereby negating the safety concerns of labourers working under potentially unsafe, unsupported rock. However, machinery and labourers must still be able to continue the drive progression before the shotcrete has reached full strength. Therefore, the need to determine when the shotcrete has gained adequate strength for drive progression to recommence is of paramount importance. This illustrates the need for and importance of accurate shotcrete strength testing methods. Authorising reentry is not, however, purely based on safety and is largely driven by the demand and goal of efficient and expedited drive progression. For this reason, it is common that shotcrete is at a very early age when reentry occurs. It is also common that adequate shotcrete strength needs to be determined in order to authorise effective rock-bolt installation without degradation of the shotcrete lining [5]. Currently, there is no widely preferred method or technique for measuring the early-age strength of shotcrete lining, which is largely due to the limitations of the available testing methods. This presents an issue in which measurements may suffer with accuracy and could result in workers entering potentially unsafe zones, or, alternatively, if measurements underestimate strength, the projects could then suffer from diminished efficiency and drive progression. The aim of this paper is to critically review the dominant testing methods and techniques currently
being used and report on their operation, limitations, and advantages to ultimately provide a recommendation on their use. Through this review, recommendations for advancement in testing techniques may be presented. In assessing the testing methods, it has also been deemed important to determine the failure modes that are most prevalent in early-age shotcrete linings. This is important as it signifies what strength parameters would be most beneficial for testing. This paper’s criterion for what constitutes a successful testing method is one that is accurate, has a suitable testing range, is reliable, and is easy and practical to use.

Definition of Early-Age Shotcrete. In order to determine how appropriate a test method may be, it is important to define the timespan over which the strength of shotcrete can be classed as "early age." Because there are so many factors that can affect shotcrete strength, compounded by the broad variance between each site and mix design, it can be difficult to define an exact time. In fact, there are no worldwide guidelines for classifying when shotcrete is considered "early age" [6, 7]. Shotcrete of ages under 24 hrs is generally considered "fresh shotcrete" or "green shotcrete." Early-age shotcrete is then defined as shotcrete that is 1–3 days old after application. Yet, testing shotcrete during these early periods is only necessary until it is deemed safe to reenter, or the strength of the shotcrete is at a level that would permit construction to continue underneath or in nearby locations. The former is particularly highlighted in the case of Kidd Creek Mine, where reentry occurred as quickly as 30 minutes, corresponding to a measured unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of 0.8MPa, which was suitable for bolting to take place without damaging the shotcrete [5]. Duffield and Singh [8] show that by changing admixture concentrations in shotcrete mixtures, the strength gain even in the first four hours can be substantially altered. Moreover, it is important to note that different places have different standards for a safe reentry strength [5]. This review will focus on testing methods that are suitable for shotcrete that is 0–3 days old and the failure modes corresponding to the mentioned ages.

Understanding Failure Mechanisms. The aim of testing shotcrete early-age strength is to determine safe reentry times for tunnelling and mining drive progression. Therefore, rather than just determining a strength value that is deemed adequate, it is important to understand what types of failure early-age linings are subjected to in order to better understand and develop testing techniques. Through experimental work, Bernard [2] determined that there are two main types of failure mode for early-age shotcrete. These are shear punching failure and flexural delaminating failure. Shear punching failure, where wedges present, from converging faults, punch through the lining, has been determined to be the dominant failure mode over the first few hours after spraying. Similarly, Ding and Kusterle [9] identify the failure mode as shear fracture. Failure can later progress to delamination failure but only if there is relatively poor bond strength between the shotcrete and substrate [2].

The reason that most early-age shotcrete failures are shear failures is due to the nature of tunnelling and mining, and the role of shotcrete is primarily a lining designed to protect from rock-falls. It is reported by Bernard [2] and Clark et al. [10] that the majority of shotcrete failures are the result of individual loose rocks and small blocks of fractured zones punching through the lining and that it is seldom the case that shotcrete linings fail in total collapse. Empirically it has been determined that a UCS of 0.5–1.0 MPa is deemed an adequate strength for shotcrete to protect against rock-fall [11]. Particularly apparent in a number of techniques is a conversion into equivalent UCS values for which Jolin and Beaupré [12] recommend careful attention.

It can be quite difficult to determine shear strength experimentally, and, consequently, it tends to rely on its relation to compressive or tensile strength [13]. Although there is a reasonably well defined relationship between UCS and shear strength for mature-age concrete [14], studies into shotcrete early-age shear strength and compressive strength relationships are less clearly defined. Studies by Bernard [2, 15] investigated this relationship and, through testing, have developed a correlation that has a coefficient of variation in shear strength that is estimated to be 25% at early ages. With the early-age dominant failure mode of shotcrete known to be shear punching failure, this gap in standardised early-age strength relationships highlights the importance of being able to accurately determine the shear resistance of a lining, as this governs the majority of its early performance. Based on this information it seems appropriate that a direct testing method of shotcrete shear strength would be the most relevant and beneficial for the mining and tunnelling industry. However, nothing satisfactorily currently exists.

2. Shotcrete Strength Testing Methods

Typically, in order to assess the concrete strength, measurements are performed on cylinders or drilled core specimens. These are then crushed in order to obtain a UCS value, usually after 28 days of setting time. The issue with early-age shotcrete and concrete is that cylinders should not typically be demoulded before 48 hours’ setting time, as this is considered bad practice and can lead to damage of the very young concrete [16]. Needless to say, waiting 48 hours to test the shotcrete specimens becomes impractical and inefficient, especially as two-hour reentry times are now regularly being achieved [5]. Similarly, coring of in situ specimens is equally as futile as it is suggested by Clements [16] that coring should not take place until a compressive strength of at least 5 MPa is attained or between 8–10 MPa, as Jolin and Beaupré [12] suggest, to avoid coring damage. The inability to obtain direct UCS values for shotcrete strength presents the issue that the testing methods currently being used in the industry make use of a correlation factor to convert their measured data to UCS values [12]. Unless care is taken when converting measured values to UCS equivalents, the accuracy of results could be further affected. The inapplicability of the typical compressive strength methods is the precise reason for the need and development of other measurement tools and procedures. However, the issue in the industry is that determining safe reentry times (based on strength measurements) is currently determined on a case-by-case basis, which
changes from project to project. The assessment of testing methods by Clements [16] is that although many methods of testing early-age strength development exist and are used, the accuracy of these tests is not well understood. This statement highlights a significant gap in the understanding of strength development and of the subsequent testing methods, pointing out the need for further research in the area. Based on the available literature, case studies, and author opinion, various methods will be reviewed in the following sections. Unlike many reviews of early-age shotcrete strength, which focus on the accuracy of these testing methods, this paper will analyse them more extensively with the criteria that a successful testing method is one that not only is accurate, but also has a suitable testing range, is reliable in its consistency, and is easy to use and simple in its application.

3. Beam End Testing

3.1. Description. The beam end test involves the crushing of sprayed beams, usually 75 × 75 × 400 mm in size by the use of a small hydraulic pump which applies direct compression until failure occurs through platen of a certain dimension [17, 18]. The device is illustrated in Figure 1. The peak failure load is then divided by the area of the platen in order to provide a strength value in MPa [16]. The device is similar in design to many compression testing machines but is portable in size. The beam sits under the platen with a single point load applied from a fixed platen underneath. The process is detailed by the spraying of shotcrete into an open-ended mould; the open ends prevent the collection of uncompacted rebound accumulating in the testing specimen. Generally, the shotcrete can be demoulded at strengths of 0.5 MPa, which is usually determined by using a needle penetrometer [5]. This strength value generally provides the lower limit of the testing range. However, it has been reported in some cases that its testing range can start as low as 0.1 MPa [18]. The upper limit of the strength range is said to be as high as 10 MPa UCS [5].

3.2. Advantages. Bernard and Geltinger [18] and Clements [16] have undertaken separate investigation studies into the comparison of various early-age strength testing methods including the beam end tester. Testing by Bernard and Geltinger involved comparing beam tests with UCS testing of cored samples with strengths greater than 5 MPa. In this study, it is claimed that the beam end tester’s correlation with direct UCS testing provided a close enough relation to allow the beam end tester’s measurements to be taken as true UCS values. In fact, the corresponding UCS values are used to calibrate other test methods. However, no equation of the graph or coefficient of correlation has been provided for this claim. Clements’ studies state that the method provides the most reliable way of determining in situ early strengths. These studies indicate that the device is generally believed to have an excellent accuracy in terms of strength measurement. In addition to this, the hydraulic operation of the device ensures that there is little operator dependency in running the test, and, for this reason, repeatability of the results is considered satisfactory. Earlier studies [19] describe the test as a robust, simple, and low cost method that can be used in underground environments and in laboratory situations, with which the abovementioned studies tend to agree.

3.3. Disadvantages. However, despite the consistency of the testing device, there are distinct limitations in its use. Although operator dependency is reduced, there is still dependency related to spraying the test beams, and, for this reason, care must be taken to achieve well-compacted specimens. For example, it is important to ensure that spraying is perpendicular to the mould to prevent any accumulation of uncompacted shotcrete [16]. It is also very important to understand that this testing method does not directly measure the early-age strength of the shotcrete lining but rather gives an accurate strength indication of sprayed beam specimens. This can cause argument as to whether the testing is in fact in situ as Clements [16] suggests. Another issue related to this is that temperature variances between the lining and the specimens can cause alternate strength gains between the two (Bernard, 2005). This necessitates that the specimens be tested on site with temperature conditions closely matching that of the lining. It is also the opinion of this paper that sprayed linings that are immediately subjected to high stress conditions could possibly have alternate strength development compared to the unstressed specimens. In addition, other factors such as groundwater ingress could affect the lining strength. Lastly, while the testing device is not exactly heavy machinery, on-site tests favour more portable, easier, and simpler methods. Beam end tests take time, labour, and resources to spray enough shotcrete specimens (for every single drive progression), presenting issues with efficiency in both time and resources. For a combination of these reasons, Clements [16] believes that the device is too unwieldy to be used as a daily quality assurance tool.

3.4. Recommendation. Notwithstanding the limitations, advantages, and disadvantages of the beam end tester, it is deemed to be an effective tool for accurate strength estimations, at least for ranges above 0.5 MPa. In terms of being a tool that would be generally accepted and preferred in the tunnelling and mining industry, the device has some substantial drawbacks. Notably, the process of having to spray numerous testing samples, demoulding the samples, and then destroying them requires substantial resource allocation, particularly when the process has to be restarted.
for porous or poorly compacted specimens [16]. Ultimately, this overly time-consuming process renders the method inefficient and cumbersome for in situ measurements. Nevertheless, the device can be very useful in assessing the accuracy of the strength measurements of other testing devices through the direct comparison of results and cover their shortcomings in range. Its use can be very beneficial in the further development of other testing methods, as it can be used as to calibration.

4. Soil Penetrometer

4.1. Description. The Australian Shotcrete Society (AuSS) describes the soil penetrometer as a device consisting of a sprung flat-ended steel plunger calibrated to indicate the approximate compressive strength of the soil/concrete when forced into the surface a distance of about 6 mm. The AuSS states its application in tunnelling and mining as follows: the device is used at approximately 6–10 locations across the surface of freshly sprayed shotcrete at each age of testing, and readings are taken at 10–20 minutes' intervals until the required strength is achieved. Although there are various types of soil penetrometer, for the following discussions the soil penetrometer's attributes and application will be assumed to follow AuSS's description. Figure 2 shows a typical soil penetrometer.

4.2. Case Studies. Rigorous testing of the soil penetrometer has been undertaken by Clements [16]. This included tests done at Perseverance Mine at Leinster, Western Australia, and at Freeport Mine in Irian Jaya, Indonesia. In Clements' investigation, 12 readings of a ST315 soil penetrometer (a specific and popular model of soil penetrometer) were taken for each set of time measurements, and then the highest and lowest results were discarded allowing for the exclusion of outlying results and a more accurate average to be taken of the other values. This was done in order to minimize the effect of any extraneous readings that may be given by the soil penetrometer. These results were then compared with early-age strengths found by the Meyco needle penetrometer and beam end testing. The comparison with the other two methods illustrated that, in general, the soil penetrometer gave much higher readings than both the beam end tester and the Meyco needle penetrometer, as illustrated in Figure 3. For example, it is stated that the soil penetrometer could indicate the strength of 1.4 MPa, while the Meyco needle penetrometer only showed a value of 0.5 MPa or even less for the same age. Not only did the soil penetrometer tend to overestimate the compressive strengths, it is stated that even when comparing soil penetrometer results to each other, there are significant variables that can largely be attributed to a high operator dependency and that care that must be taken to avoid striking aggregate. Furthermore, it is identified that the penetrometer's method of testing produces largely inaccurate results. The process of forcing the apparatus into the specimen would require displacement of the material. As such, it is the confined compressive strength that is determined rather than the unconfined compressive strength. Ultimately, Clements deems the device unsuitable for compressive testing of fibre-reinforced shotcrete due to its unreliability and comparatively high readings. Despite this condemnation, Clements still believes that the soil penetrometer has certain uses in shotcrete measurement, specifically limited to comparing the performance of different accelerators in the very early stages after spraying. It is stated that it is important that these comparisons would only be between one accelerator and another and that these values should not be taken as UCS values.

A more recent assessment of the soil penetrometer has been undertaken by Bernard and Geltinger [18] with similar results. The study involved over 1000 tests on approximately 30 sprayed and cast batches of shotcrete. By comparing various testing methods, Bernard and Geltinger established the beam end tester as the true UCS values and then compared other test results with these values. As with previous findings by Clements [16], the soil penetrometer was found to substantially overestimate the strength values. The significance of the strength overestimation is said to be by a factor of 1.5–4.1 across all capable strength ranges of the device. Despite the seemingly grave overestimates of the device, the study does, however, attempt to improve the accuracy and usability of the device through the use of the following formula [18]:

\[
\sigma_c = \frac{\sigma_s}{1.5 + 2\sigma_s},
\]

(1)

![Figure 2: Soil penetrometer.](image)

![Figure 3: Comparison of early strength results using the Meyco needle penetrometer, sprayed beams, and soil penetrometer [16].](image)
where $\sigma_c$ is a more conservative compressive strength, MPa (a value that more closely matches beam end testing/needle penetrometer testing). $\sigma_s$ is the compressive strength reading of the soil penetrometer, MPa.

This was obtained by using linear regression of shotcrete's true compressive strength (according to beam end testing and the Meyco needle penetrometer) and relates this value to soil penetrometer readings. There is no coefficient of correlation given for this relationship.

4.3. Discussion. The capability of the standard device is in the range of 0–1.4 MPa [5,16]. However, although this may be the capability of the device, it is reported that its useful strength range for shotcrete testing is only a fraction of this, with the useful range limited to 0–0.2 MPa [18]. With adequate shotcrete strength for safe reentry widely reported as 1–1.5 MPa, this strength range has some obvious deficiencies.

A major issue of the device's measurements is the accuracy of the readings it produces. It is widely reported that the soil penetrometer suffers drastically in overestimating the strength parameters of early-age concrete and shotcrete [6]. This statement has been founded upon and backed up by various research, with the overestimations said to be by a factor of 1.5–4.1 [18] or in less extreme cases 50–75% overestimation [5]. In some cases, it has been found that the soil penetrometer test can show compressive strength values of 1.4 MPa, while other devices, such as the Meyco needle penetrometer, can show equal age values of 0.5 MPa or less [16]. For better strength estimates, the AuSS [6] recommends correcting the test results with the method developed by Bernard and Geltinger [18], as discussed in the case study. With wide reports of inaccuracies, especially in overestimations, the safety issues associated with using the soil penetrometer in determining safe reentry times are significant and worrying.

With any testing method, it is essential that consistent results are attainable regardless of the user. The stated ease of use of the soil penetrometer would naturally infer that repeatability of results should be relatively consistent from user to user. There are, however, two different viewpoints concerning the soil penetrometer's repeatability: one being that it does have satisfactory repeatability and the other being that its results are very inconsistent. Bernard and Geltinger [18] state that the testing method has a satisfactory repeatability, despite its overestimates. However, Clements [16] reports that the results of the device are not only inaccurate but also inconsistent, laying the blame on the high operator dependency of the device. Although these two different opinions exist, it is acceptable to assume that although one study achieved high repeatability while the other found significant inconsistencies, the differences in findings could be precisely due to the high user dependability in which one user is able to use the device more consistently than another.

Although there are numerous shortcomings in the soil penetrometer test, it does have certain advantages that account for its widespread use in Australian mines [16]. In general, these advantages tend to be related to the device being small and therefore an easily held device with a relatively simple testing process. In addition to this, the relative cost of the device is minimal, as is the labour requirements associated with its use. Perhaps its most important advantage is that the device is virtually nondestructive allowing it to test the shotcrete's lining directly without compromising the safety and capacity of the support system.

4.4. Recommendation. Taking into consideration all the attributes of the device, both good and bad, it is deduced that although the device may be useful to give an indication of strength development, its significant inaccuracies and inconsistencies render it ineffective for the purpose of confidently measuring the lining capacity of shotcrete. Therefore, its use in helping determine reentry times is not considered effective for the purpose of maximising cycle time efficiency and creating satisfactory safety margin. This statement is based on numerous studies that show the testing method's limited useful testing range and its unconservative readings. If conducting testing with the device is necessary, it is then suggested to use Bernard and Geltinger's correction method, which is believed to output "truer" compressive strength values [6]. However, although this might provide more accurate values, it would still prove to be a tedious task to apply the correction method for every reading, especially when projects are driven by high efficiency and high progress rates.

5. Meyco Needle Penetrometer

5.1. Description. According to AuSS’s [6] description, the needle penetrometer consists of a 3 mm diameter steel needle at the end of a spring that is forced into the surface of setting concrete. Its application for shotcrete testing is described as follows: the force required to drive the needle to a depth of 15 mm is used to determine the approximate compressive strength with the aid of a calibration chart. There are numerous types of needle/pin penetrometers and although other types exist, such as the Vicat needle penetrometer, they are not considered or used in shotcrete application, but rather only in assessing the setting time of conventionally cast concrete. The AuSS [6] expresses the importance of avoiding confusion concerning these different devices. The Meyco needle penetrometer is illustrated in Figure 4.
5.2. Case Studies. A number of recent studies have been undertaken to assess the performance of the needle penetrometer with a reasonable correlation found between investigations. These investigations are detailed as follows.

Clements’ investigation [16] involved the testing of the Meyco penetrometer in Perseverance Mine at Leinster, Western Australia, and at Freeport Mine in Irian Jaya, Indonesia. Similar to the soil penetrometer’s readings, 12 measurements were taken with the outlying top and bottom results discarded allowing for a better average of the remaining 10 readings. Clements’ general observations of the device are that it was able to avoid the aggregate and fibres more easily compared to the soil penetrometer due to its smaller penetration area. It is also stated that the manufacturers calibration curve illustrates that the device has been specifically designed for UCS strength. By a comparison of the beam end testing and the soil penetrometer, it was found that the needle penetrometer and the beam end test shared, in general, a good correlation of results. This correlation is specifically useful for the ranges of 0.3–0.9 MPa, as illustrated in Figure 5. As the beam end testing is described as a direct test of UCS strength, this indicates a good accuracy for the Meyco penetrometer. However, Clements does recognise the shortcomings of the device, stating that it is impractical to extend the device past the determined useful range, as it requires the full force of a man just to reach a strength of 1.0 MPa. This leads on to the next issue of the needle being relatively easy to snap off when subjected to high loads such as these. In closing, Clements believes the Meyco penetrometer provides a conservative and reliable option for determining shotcrete strengths up to 1.0 MPa.

O’Toole and Pope [20] also undertook an investigation into shotcrete testing and part of the investigation included the comparison between the Meyco needle penetrometer and the sprayed beam compression test [17], with the aim being to determine whether the needle penetrometer is a tool that underground operators can rely on for use in determining if the shotcrete has developed adequate bolting strength.

The testing involved the use of the penetrometer for ages of 0–2 hours after spraying and the beam test from 1–6 hours after spraying, giving a comparison range of one hour. These trials were conducted at a local batching plant over a two-day period. The results of the investigation revealed a reasonable correlation between the two testing methods, with the needle penetrometer generally showing higher readings at the one-hour mark. Ultimately, the paper describes the Meyco penetrometer as being an effective device in providing an indication of increasing strength but deems that it is not a sufficiently accurate device to provide specific strength values.

Bernard and Geltinger’s testing (as described in Soil Penetrometer) found similar results to the above papers. Again, the paper determined that the beam end tester provides the truest values for shotcrete UCS and, therefore, compared these to the needle penetrometer readings. The investigation determined that the needle penetrometer, in general, overestimates readings up until 0.6 MPa and, subsequently, underestimates readings from 0.6–0.8 MPa. The paper states that the needle penetrometer is not particularly accurate after strengths of 0.8 MPa. However, despite these undulating results, ultimately, it is reported that the needle penetrometer is reasonably accurate in the strength range of 0.2–0.8 MPa, as illustrated in Figure 6. The authors define the method as currently the best testing alternative.

5.3. Discussion. The needle penetrometer is generally reported as having a maximum strength testing range of up to 1 MPa. The proprietor, Meyco, states that their device functions between 0.2 and 1 MPa. However, its useful and most accurate range is found to be less than its stated functional range. The most conservative useful range is
determined by a combination of two studies, Clements [16] and Bernard and Geltinger [18], resulting in a reliable accurate range of 0.3–0.8 MPa. Although this represents a reasonable testing range, for the explicit purpose of measuring early-age strength to ensure safety, it still does not satisfy the most commonly accepted adequate strength, which is usually in excess of 1.0 MPa.

The needle penetrometer’s strongest attribute is its reported accuracy within its reliable range. While Clements [16] and Bernard and Geltinger [18] comment on the success of the device in accurately measuring shotcrete early-age strength, O’Toole and Pope [20] believe that the device is not accurate enough for underground measurements of shotcrete strength. Although this difference of opinion may arise due to different tolerances of accuracy between the authors, regardless of this, the needle penetrometer is still considered a relatively accurate method of determining shotcrete strength development.

The repeatability of the results is not directly commented on in the literature, but by reasoning of the testing data and general usability comments, although it can suffer from operator issues, it is evident that the device has consistent results. However, Clements’ method of discarding the highest and lowest values does suggest that some unacceptable readings can occur against the general trend. The issue of repeatability may be due to the difficulties associated with the devices operation, such as the influence of striking fibres and aggregate, and the requirement that the needle must be driven steadily into the shotcrete surface in order to obtain reliable results.

5.4. Recommendation. In assessing the attributes of the needle penetrometer, it is evident that its application in measuring shotcrete strength certainly has some beneficial uses. Its relatively high correlation to direct compressive measurements illustrates the devices significant accuracy, which is of paramount importance when assessing shotcrete early-age strength. The problem is that this accuracy is, firstly, not widely accepted by all and, secondly, suffers from a limited accurate testing range.

5.5. Pneumatic Pin Penetration. In response to the high operator dependencies of conventional penetrometer testing, a slight alternative has been developed by Iwaki et al. [11] and named a pneumatic pin penetration test. The author reports that a device has been created that uses a constant air-pressured penetrating needle as a simple in situ test. The device is similar to a nail gun used in the construction industry, utilizing a gun connected to constant air pressure but replacing the nails with solid steel pins. The device uses air pressure set at 1.47 MPa to drive pins of 3.6 mm diameter and 5.4 mm diameter into freshly sprayed concrete. The reason for two different diameters is to widen the range of strength testing. The depth of the penetration is then the only variable and is dependent on the shotcrete strength. The penetration depth has been measured using the dedicated jig and the depths are compared with strengths determined by conventional pull-out tests. The pull-out tests follow the Japanese methods as standardised in the JSCE-G561 and JHS 702. These standardised tests measure the direct shear strength of shotcrete that has been sprayed onto forms or walls in which draw bolts have been previously attached. By recording the pull-out force required to fail the specimen, the following formulas are used to derive the shear strength and compressive strength of the shotcrete [11]:

\[ F_s = \frac{P}{A} \quad (2) \]

\[ F_{CP} = 4F_s \quad (3) \]

where \( F_s \) is shear strength (N/mm\(^2\)). \( P \) is pull-out force (N). \( A \) is surface area of truncated cone specimen (mm\(^2\)). \( F_{CP} \) is compressive strength (N/mm\(^2\)).

Iwaki then produces third-degree equations to plot the line of pin penetration depth versus compressive strength for two different sized pins; this equation gives a coefficient of correlation, \( R \), between 0.94 and 0.96, indicating a close correlation between the compressive strength and the penetration depth. Although the study reveals promising results of penetration depth versus shotcrete strength, it is difficult to assess this method on its effectiveness, accuracy, and reliability. Bae et al. [21] performed further tests on the device by comparing Iwaki’s predicted strength (based on penetration depth) to the actual uniaxial compressive testing and found reasonable accuracy of the method. However, the testing was only done for shotcrete, which far exceeds the adequate

![Figure 7: Pneumatic pin penetration nailer and specification of pins [11].](image)
reentry strength of 1MPa. Bae's testing starts 2 hours after setting time and for the specific mix design used with an average strength of 8 Mpa. Therefore, the investigation does not provide any further information on the accuracy of young shotcrete strengths. With more research into the method and testing of the device, and also the accuracy of (3), it could prove to be a useful and generally acceptable testing method.

6. Echo Testing/Shear Wave Velocity

6.1. Description. A relatively new method and technique for the measurement of shotcrete early-age strength is by using echo testing and shear (P-wave) velocities. The method uses an impact-echo system to relate P-wave velocities through the concrete material to shotcrete compressive strength values [22]. A detailed explanation of the theory behind this technique will not be discussed in this study. Rather, the results obtained and their accuracy and reliability will be reviewed and discussed.

6.2. Discussion. Gibson [23] describes echo testing as a “well-known non-destructive technique for in situ evaluation of structural concrete members.” Similarly, Song and Cho [24] identify the method as successful in its evaluation of concrete structures, though they point out its limited use in shotcrete applied to complex nonuniform surfaces, such as in tunnel excavations. Ciancio and Helinski [22] and Gibson [23] undertook investigations to relate wave velocities to compressive strengths of shotcrete. They found distinct relationships between velocities and compressive strength. Although this velocity correlation exists, Gibson [23] states that this relation is mix-specific and therefore a global conversion factor would be unreliable and not recommended. This means that the relationships between shear velocities and compressive strengths are dependent on the mix design of shotcrete, such as the water/cement ratio, aggregate type, and admixture, meaning that different mix designs have different relationships to shear wave velocity. Ciancio and Helinski [22] voice this same concern with mix-specific relationships, stating that verification studies are considered necessary in order to assess the changes to the unique strength-velocity relationship to see if hydration characteristics change due to admixture additions. A recent collaboration of both authors, Gibson and Ciancio [25], resulted in in situ investigations of a novel type of disposable ultrasonic testing device. The results of this testing were reported to show good correlations between P-wave velocity and unconfined compressive strengths, specifically, those higher than 4 MPA, with a greater variability observed for strengths of less than 4 MPA. Song and Cho [24] engaged in research exploring a different perspective on echo testing through analysis of results using Fourier transform and short-term Fourier transform. Laboratory research as well as limited site testing yielded decent accuracy in determining parameters, including shotcrete thickness and the bonding state in most situations. Although this data can be important for project progression and safety assurance, it does not illustrate the strength development of the shotcrete.

6.3. Recommendation. Recent studies of echo testing reveal promising advancements in the area. The issue with early-age testing is that variations in mix designs can alter the readings, meaning that correlations between the shear waves and unconfined compressive strengths are mix-specific. Furthermore, the nature of echo testing necessitates consideration for additional variables that can influence results, such as surface profile variations and the impact source [24]. Apart from this, the technique requires technical expertise in understanding shear wave velocities and echo testing fundamentals. This level of expertise is not going to be common knowledge amongst most contractors. At present, it still seems that more research and development is needed in the area before the method could be widely used in the tunnelling and mining industry. Therefore, in terms of current early-age shotcrete strength, this method is only proposed as a complement to, rather than a substitute for, other direct methods [23].

7. Hilti Gun/Bolt Driving Method

7.1. Description. The Hilti gun method involves firing a steel fastener into the surface of the shotcrete, measuring the depth of penetration, and then using a separate device to pull the fastener out of the concrete surface (Bernard, 2005). The AuSS [6] describes the process of testing as a proprietary nail being shot into shotcrete using a Hilti DX450 nail gun. The penetration depth is then recorded. A nut is then screwed onto the protruding end of the nail to allow a Hilti pull-out test to be implemented. A ratio of the pull-out force to the depth of penetration is then compared against a calibration chart to determine the strength of the concrete; by taking a ratio of these two processes, scattering is reduced and more reliable results achieved. To obtain more accurate results, it is recommended that at least eight nails should be used for each testing age. The Hilti nail gun is illustrated in Figure 8.

7.2. Discussion. According to the Australian Guidelines, the Hilti nail gun testing method has a working range of 1 MPA to 16 MPa depending on the power of the cartridge being used [26]. However, it is reported that the reliable range of this technique is only upwards of 2 MPa [5, 16] with a limiting range of 18 MPa [6]. As the adequate compressive strength of shotcrete to protect against rock-fall is usually reported as an average of 1 MPA [2], with lowest ranges being
Although this method of compressive strength testing is widely used in the industry and included in multiple standards, when considering the limited range of the device, especially in the critical strength range for early-age shotcrete, in addition to the various limitations and difficulties the device experiences, use in the industry is not recommended for the purpose of safe reentry times. Bracher [26] attempts to simplify the method and achieve more reliable results by excluding the need to conduct a pull-out test; however this, in turn, requires manufacturers to supply updated calibration graphs for this technique. Perhaps with better calibration, accuracy, and a more relevant testing range, similar testing techniques could be successful.

8. Discussion Conclusions

The accurate early-age strength determination of shotcrete is driven by the increase in safety standards as well as the demand for cycle time efficiency in both commercial tunnelling and mining applications. With the continual improvement in excavation rates, it is important for reentry rates for machinery and miners to improve. The current literature reveals that the most common failures related to shotcrete in underground excavations occur from loose rocks and fractured blocks punching through the fresh shotcrete linings. The compressive strength of shotcrete to prevent these failures is generally reported in the range of 0.5–1.6 MPa depending on the desired factors of safety, stress conditions, and geological environment.

Following the review of the common testing methods, it seems that, currently, the best practice is to use a combination of the needle penetrometer and beam end testing, which, when combined, can give results in the range of 0.3–10 MPa. However, inaccuracies, operator dependency, and impractical use are a few of the unfavourable aspects in their application, which prevents them from being considered as “successful” methods. Other methods such as the Hilti gun and the pneumatic pin penetration method also have their inherent drawbacks. The pneumatic pin penetration tool, although a good attempt in advancing testing technology, needs more research and development to be considered for widespread use.

This highlights that although there are many testing methods available with numerous advantages in the market, all methods, even those more widely used, suffer from inherent negative aspects including very limited ranges, inaccuracies, inconsistencies, and impracticalities. The limitations of the current techniques necessitate advancements in the methods or the development of techniques to create better standards of testing for the benefit of the tunnelling and mining sectors, improving not only safety but also efficiency. Possible testing for the future would benefit by measuring the shotcrete lining directly for a specific strength parameter, such as compression, shear, or tension. A device that could directly measure compressive, shear, or tensile strength without any significant damage to the lining would surely prove to be a valuable tool in shotcrete use, representing a major benefit to the unique world of underground construction, specifically in the tunnelling and mining industries.
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